
StoreEver MSL6480 Tape
Library
Expansion Module Installation

Abstract
This document provides information on adding an expansion
module to the tape library. When installing the module at the
same time as the library, refer to the instructions in the
HPE StoreEver MSL6480 Tape Library Getting Started Guide
included with the base module.
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WARNING! The expansionmodule weighs
41 kg (90 lb) without media or tape drives
and 71.4 kg (157.4 lb) with media (80
cartridges) and six tape drives. Whenmoving
the library, to reduce the risk of personal
injury or damage to the module:
• Observe local health and safety

requirements and guidelines for manual
material handling.

• Obtain adequate assistance to lift and
stabilize the module during installation
or removal.

WARNING! When placing the library into
a rack, to reduce the risk of personal injury
or damage to equipment:
• Extend the rack leveling jacks to the

floor.
• Ensure that the full weight of the rack

rests on the leveling jacks.
• Install the rack stabilizer kit on the rack.

• Extend only one rack component at a
time. Racks may become unstable if
more than one component is extended.

CAUTION: Parts can be damaged by
electrostatic discharge. Keep parts in
electrostatic containers until needed. Ensure
you are properly grounded when touching
static sensitive components.

Installation overview
1. Plan the installation.
2. Power off the library.
3. Clear space in the rack, if necessary.
4. Install the rack rails for the expansion module.
5. Transfer the library top or bottom cover to the

expansion module.
6. Install the expansion module in the rack and

align the module with the library.
7. Complete the installation.
8. Verify the installation.
9. Update the library configuration.



Prerequisites
• The rack leveling feet are extended

• The rack is level front to back and side to side

• The expansion module is within 15º C (30º F)
of the room temperature

CAUTION: If the temperature in the room
where the module will be installed varies by
15º C (30º F) from the room where it was
stored, allow it to acclimate to the surrounding
environment for at least 12 hours before
unpacking it from the shipping container.

Tools used in this procedure

• A small diameter tool, such as a screwdriver,
to release the cover latch

• #2 Phillips screwdriver

• Optional: Clip nut installation tool for the rack.
The clip nuts can also be inserted by hand in
most racks.

Clearing space in the rack
The expansion module is the same size as the base
module and requires 6U.
The library supports up to three expansion modules
above and three modules below the base module.
When possible, install the expansionmodule directly
above the current top module in the library to
preserve element numbering.
For instructions on moving the library within the
rack or to another rack, see theStoreEver MSL6480
User and Service Guide.

Powering off the library
1. Verify that all host processes are idle.
2. Power off the library from the front panel.

Depress the power button for 5 seconds and
then release it. If the library is idle, you can
release the button when the Ready LED begins
flashing.
With firmware versions 4.40 and newer, select
The default parked position.

If the library does not perform a soft shutdown,
depress and hold the power button for 10
seconds.

3. Verify that the robotic assembly is located in
the base module behind the OCP.

Installing the rack rails

NOTE: If you are installing the library into
a round-hole rack, see the instructions for
using the round-hole adapter in the user
guide.

1. Note the location for installing the rack rails.
• If you are installing the expansion module

above the library, install the rack rails
directly above the top module.

• If you are installing the expansion module
below the library, install the rack rails so
the bottoms of the rails are 6U below the
bottom of the library. The lower hook will
be in the middle hole of the lower U
volume.

2. From the front of the rack, insert the rack rails
into the back and then front vertical supports.
a. Position a rail according to the left-right

front-rear orientation information stamped
on the rail.

b. Rotate the front of the rail up while
inserting the rear rail hanger into the
middle hole of the marked U section in the
rear vertical support, and then lower the
front of the rail until it is nearly level.

c. Extend the front of the rail until the
hangers come through the holes in the
vertical support and the retention spring
snaps into place. The top hangers of both
the front and rear of each rail will be in the
same U volume, but in different positions
within the U volume.
Verify that the rail is level front to back to
confirm that the rail has been installed in
the correct holes. If the rail is not level,
check the location of the rear of the rails.
The top hanger in the rear should be in
the middle hole of the marked U section.

d. Repeat substeps a, b, and c with the other
rail.



NOTE: In these illustrations, the rack
rails are installed in the 19 and 20 U
locations, which places the module in
the center of a 42U rack in U locations
19 through 24. Note that the top hangers
of the front and rear of each rail are in
different positions within the U volume.
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3. On the front of both rails in a square-hole rack,
install a clip nut above the mounting bracket.
In this illustration the clip nut is being installed
with a clip nut installation tool.
For increased stability, install the retention
inserts from the packet labeled Retention
inserts using a T10 Torx driver.
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Moving a cover to the new module
The library has removable top and bottom covers.
When adding a module, you must move either the
top or the bottom cover to the newmodule. The two
covers are identical and the process for removing
and installing them is the same for the top and
bottom of the module.
• If you are installing the expansion module

below the library, move the bottom cover from
the bottom module in the library to the bottom
of the expansion module.

• If you are installing the expansion module
above the library, move the top cover from the
top module in the library to the top of the
expansion module.

NOTE: Do not touch internal mechanical
or electrical components while the module is
open.

Removing the cover plate
Remove the library cover plate from the top or
bottom of the library, depending on where you plan
to install the expansion module.
1. Insert a small diameter tool, such as a

screwdriver, into the hole to depress the spring
lock, slide the cover until it reaches the tool,
remove the tool and continue sliding the cover
to the front of the module until all tabs are
clear. When removing the bottom cover,
support the cover with one hand while
removing it.

2. Remove the cover from the module.
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Installing the cover plate
Install the cover on the expansion module.
1. Place the new expansion module on the work

table. If you are installing the expansion
module on the bottom of the library, gently turn
the module over so you can access the bottom
of the module.

2. Align all tabs on the cover with the slots on the
module, gently push it down, and then slide
the cover towards the back of the module until
the spring lock engages.

3. If the expansion module is upside down, gently
return it to its normal position.

Installing the module in the rack
1. Extend the middle rails until they lock into

place. Move the sliding assembly to the front
of the middle rails.
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2. Slide the inner rails, which are attached to the
module, into the middle rails. Slide the module
into the rack.
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3. Verify that the expansion module has been
installed directly above or below its adjacent
module and is contained within the correct 6U
volume. The gap between modules must be
less than 4 mm.

4. Use your fingers to tighten the captive fastener
on each side of the module. After the fasteners
are snug, loosen them two full turns to allow
adjustment room during the alignment process.

Aligning and connecting the module
Aligning the new module with the library ensures
that the robot can move freely between the
modules. The library will not operate unless the
alignment mechanism is in the locked position.
1. From the back of the library, loosen the

thumbscrew on the alignment mechanism that
will connect the new module with its adjacent
module.

2. Lower the alignment mechanism. If you
encounter resistance, adjust the new module
so the pin in the alignment mechanism moves
into the hole in the lower module. When the



alignment mechanism is in the locked position,
tighten the thumbscrew.
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3. Verify that the lowest module in the library has
its alignment mechanism secured in the
unlocked position with the thumbscrew.

4. From the front of the library, use your fingers
or a #2 Phillips screwdriver to tighten the
captive thumbscrews on each side of the new
module until they are finger tight. Do not
overtighten.

5. From the back of the library connect the new
module to the library using the expansion
interconnect cable as shown.

Completing the installation
1. Plug the power cords into the two power

supplies in the new module.
The module has dual redundant power
supplies. To increase redundancy, plug each
power cord into a different AC power circuit.

2. Optional: Install tape drives in the newmodule.
For instructions, see the user and service guide
or the documents included with the tape drive.

3. Power on the library.

Verifying the installation

Verify:√

The library status is Ready.

The new module is displayed in the OCP or RMI

Tape drives in the new module are displayed in the OCP
or RMI

No error or warning events related to the installation are
displayed on the OCP or RMI.

Troubleshooting
For additional troubleshooting information, see the
IMPORTANT information flyer that came with the
expansion module and the StoreEver MSL6480
Tape Library User and Service Guide.

The library does not power on

Solution 1

Cause

The base module is not receiving power.

Action

Verify that both power supplies on each of the
modules are connected to AC power.

The library does not detect the new module

Solution 1

Cause

The expansion module is not receiving power.

Action

Verify that both power supplies on each of the
modules are connected to AC power.

Solution 2

Cause

The expansion interconnect cable is not properly
installed.



Action

Connect the new module to the library using the
expansion interconnect cable. Verify that both ends
of the cable are plugged into the correct ports and
are fully seated. See “Aligning and connecting the
module” (page 4).

Solution 3

Cause

The library is running firmware that sometimes
doesn’t recognize expansion modules.

Action

Update the library firmware to the current released
version. See “Updating the library configuration”
(page 6).

The library reports an error or warning event

Solution 1

Cause

The library reports error or warning events when
the library detects an issue, such as amissing cover
or incomplete electrical connection.

Action

Review the event log on the RMI or OCP to
determine the cause of the events. A cluster of
events at the same time can provide information
about the cause.
Themost common error events related to expansion
module installation issues are 2002, 2014, 2015,
2016, 2017, and 2018. If you see one or more of
these events, verify the following:
• The expansion interconnect cables are properly

connected. See “Aligning and connecting the
module” (page 4).

• The top and bottommodule covers are properly
installed. See “Moving a cover to the new
module” (page 3).

• The module alignment mechanism on the
bottom module is secured in the unlocked
position. See “Aligning and connecting the
module” (page 4).

• The library is running 4.80 or newer firmware.
See “Updating the library configuration”
(page 6).

For additional troubleshooting information related
to events, see the user and service guide.

Updating the library configuration
1. Configure the library settings for the module’s

storage slots, mailslots, and tape drives.
2. Optional: Update the library firmware from the

RMI or OCP Maintenance > Software
Upgrades > System Firmware screen.
Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends
always updating the library to the latest
firmware version. The latest library firmware is
available for download from the Hewlett
Packard Enterprise Support website:
http://www.hpe.com/support/hpesc

For configuration procedures, see the user and
service guide.

More information
The latest documentation is available in the Storage
section of the Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Information Library:
http://www.hpe.com/info/enterprise/docs
To find documents for this product:
1. In the Products and Solutions pane, select

StoreEver Tape.
2. Select the types of documents and your

language.
3. In the StoreEver Tape pane, selectMSL6480.
Available documents include:
• StoreEver MSL6480 Tape Library Getting

Started Guide
• StoreEver MSL6480 Tape Library User and

Service Guide

Related websites
• http://www.hpe.com/info/tape: product

information
• http://www.hpe.com/storage/buracompatibility:

compatibility information
• http://www.hpe.com/support/tapetools: L&TT
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http://www.hpe.com/info/enterprise/docs
http://www.hpe.com/info/tape
http://www.hpe.com/storage/buracompatibility
http://www.hpe.com/support/tapetools
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